Cotton-Eyed Joe
Choreo: Joe J. VanHorn
email: jjvscc1@aol.com website: www.sugarcreekcloggers.com
Intro:
Begin as couples; two columns side-by-side (lines of 4); hands on hips
Left foot lead
4 beat wait
8 Clogs
8 Clogs
8 Clogs
2 Clogs
4 Clogs
2 Clogs

8 Clogs
8 Clogs

DSRS – forward 4, catch hands down the lines on 5
Reverse the line up in the two columns
Pull to two lines; left column front and left; right column back and
left.
Odd couples (every other one down the line) twirl to face the even
couples (catch hands with other odd couples to form a line)
Odd couples move forward, arching over the even couple
Odd couples California twirl; evens twirl and turn to end all facing
in a set of 4

4 Clogs

Circle left 1 ¼ turn; end with even couples back to the audience
2 clogs - Even couples arch, Odds dive under splits with partner
with everyone else holding hands, raise free arm up to meet behind
Evens to form arch on clog 4, while Evens turns to face opposite
direction. Odds arch over Evens as they back up in 2 clogs. 2 clogs
to face side with new partners
New front couple arches to allow back couple to dive through the
center
Diving couple splits apart and moves to original partners side;
ending with lines of 4; all facing side wall
Even couples bend the line to reform set of 4

8 Clogs
16 Clogs

Circle left 1 ¼ turn; end with even couples back to the audience
Round Up

8 Clogs

Exchange the lines; 2 clogs - front line Odds California twirl (back
lines Evens California twirl); 4 clogs all pass through to exchange
positions; California twirl again to reform sets of 4

4 Clogs
4 Clogs

4 Clogs

Circle ½
Odd couples arch on 1 and Evens dive (Odds assist by moving
forward as well); everyone continue holding hands
DS, Brush-H, DSRS
Evens back under the arch to reform set (Odd assist by moving
back as well)
Circle ½

12 Clogs

Swing through

2 Clogs
2 Clogs

2 Brush & Clogs
4 Clogs
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8 Clogs
Exchange the lines; 2 clogs - front line Odds California twirl (back
lines Evens California twirl); 4 clogs all pass through to exchange
positions; California twirl again to reform sets of 4
4 Clogs
6 Clogs
2 Brush

Circle left ½ turn; end with ODD couples back to the audience
Evens arch and Cowboy Loop to end in lines
DS, Brush-Heel

2 Clogs

Odd couples twirl (opposite direction as beginning of dance) to
face the even couples (catch hands with other odd couples to form
a line)
Odd couples move forward, arching over the even couple
Odd couples twirl to reform lines
Back to columns (original columns from the beginning) (original
columns from the beginning)

4 Clogs
2 Clogs
12 Clogs

2 Triples

Odds roll left on 1st and in place on 2nd; Evens in place on 1st and
roll right on the 2nd. End with three columns
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